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Conference to view cultures, moral knowledge
"Cultural Pluralism and Moral Know!·
edge" will be the topic of discussion at a
conference being sponsored by the
Social Philosophy and Policy Center
Sept. 24-26.
All sessions will be held in the McFall
Center Assembly Room. The free
conference is open to the public.
Conference participants will explore
ethical questions arising from the
existence of a variety of cultures, each
with its own system of moral beliefs. They
will consider whether moral knowledge is
culturally determined, whether there are
moral truths that hold for all cultures, and
to what extent the moral beliefs of
different cultures can be compared,
evaluated and criticized.
The conference will open at 8 p.m.
Thursday (Sept. 24) in the McFall Center

Jankowski to speak
at forum lecture series
Dr. Laurence Jankowski, interim chair
of the journalism department, will discuss
"Television News: Is Seeing Believing?"
at the College of Arts and Sciences
• Forum Lecture Series Sept. 22. The
luncheon begins at noon in Towers Inn,
McDonald Quad.
Jankowski's talk will focus on the
current trends evident in television news
and how changes are relating to local
news as networks cut staff and budgets.
Reservations for the luncheon can be
made by calling Donna at 372-2340.

.Recycle phone books
New University phone books are
scheduled to be distributed to campus
offices within the next t.vo weeks.
Recipients are encouraged to recycle
their old phone books by removing the
covers and placing the book in a recy·
cling container located on the first floor of
each building. The recycled books will be
shredded by the BG Recycling Center
and used for animal bedding. If a campus
building does not have the recycling
container, contact the Recycling Office at
372-8909.

Macwrite copies needed
The English department needs copies
of Macwrite 5.0 for its computer aided
instruction lab. Departments and individu·
als with surplus copies should contact Dr.
Karle at 372-8668 or Joanne Lohr at
372-7543.

CLASSIFIED
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
New Vacancies
Posting expiration date for employees to
apply: Noon. Friday. Sept. 25.

9-25-1

Clerical Spedall5'
Payrange25
Development
Part-time

Assembly Rooth where all sessicins will
be held. Alan Gewirth, a professor of
philosophy at the University of ChicagO.
will discuSS "Is Cultural Pluralism
Relevant to Moral Knowledge?"
Sessions begin on Friday (Sept. 25) at
9 a.m. and run through 5 p.m. On
Saturday (Sept. 26), sessions will be
conducted from 9 am. to 3 p.m.
For more information, contact Kory
Swanson. conference director. at
372-2536.

Cable TV airs two
computer shows
Television Learning Services (TLS)
has two new programs on Wood Cable
Channel 24 that might be of particular
interest to faculty and students. "Mac TV"
is cablecast Monday through Friday from
8 to 9 a.m. and "PCTV" is cablecast
Thursday from 4 to 4:30 p.m. It is refed
10 to 10:30 p.m. on Thursdays and
shown again on Saturdays from 6 to 6:30
p.m. Both shows feature software and
hardware demonstrations. helpful hints
and other useful information relating to
either Macintosh, IBM (or their clones)
and other computer types.
These programs are direct satellite
feeds from PCTV Productions, a division
of PC Connections, Inc., one of the
largest and most respected direct
marketers of computer products in the
world. All shows are taped at their studios
and satellite uplinked from Newport. New
Hampshire. PCTV Productions has no
affiliation with either Apple or IBM. Wood
Cable Channel 24 picks up these
programs via satellite and immediately
cablecasts the transmission to Cable 24,
which does not videotape any of the
programs.
For any questions. contact Cheryl
Joyce at 372-7020.
New hours for TLS are 8 a.m. to 9
p.m. Monday through Thursday and 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Fridays. There are no
weekend hours due to budget cuts. Also.
the division's annual catalog will not be
published this year. TLS will instead put
the same information on disc which will
be released in January.

Faculty should
note deadlines
The Faculty Development Committee
reminds faculty members of two imper·
tant upcoming deadlines:
Monday, Oct. 5. is the date when
applications for Faculty lmprcivement
Leaves in 1993-94 must be submitted to
the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs. Guidelines and format
are in the "Charter:
Monday, Nov. 9 is the deadline for
submission of Faculty Development
Grant proposals for projects during the
following calendar year. Faa.ilty Development Grants are available in amounts
between $300 and $2,500 for loog-tenn
developmental projects. Guidelines are
available in department/school offices or
from the Office of the Vice President for

Academic Affairs.

FACULTY/STAFF POSIDONS
The following administrative staff positions are available:

lntercolleglate Athletics: Fundraising assistant (part-time). Contact Sam Ramirez (Search
V-042) at 372-2228. Deadline: Sept 25.
.
Television Set ..ices: Coordinator of earty childhood development (grant-funded). Contact Sam
Ramirez (Search M-043) at 372-2228. Deadline: Oct. 9.
•

DATEBOOK
Monday, Sept. 21
lnlemational Rim Directors Week.
Michael Verhoeven, director. will introduce his
fdm; "The Nasty Gir1." (Germany. 1991)
tollowed by "The While Rose." (Germany.
1983), 7:30 p.m.• Gish Fdm Theater. Free.

Tuesday, Sept. 22
Arts and Sclenc:es Forum. Or. Laurence
Jankowski. interim chair of the Department of
Journalism, will speak on current trends in
television news. noon. Towers Im. McDonald
Quad. Lunch served. $5. Reservations. call
372-2340.

International Alm Directors Week,
Michel Brault. director, will discuss feature and
documentary film-making in Canada and some
of his short documentaries, 7:30 p.m., Gish
Film Theater. Free.

Wednesday, Sept. 23
Men's Soccer. vs. Ohio State, 4 p.m.,
Mickey Cochrane Field.

International Alm Directors Week.
Michael Brault. director, will introduce his film,
·paper Wedding." (Canada. 1990). 7:30 p.m.,
Gish Rim Theater. Free.

Thursday, Sept. 24
International Alm Directors Week,
Krzystol Zanussi, director, will introduce his
film, "Year of the Quiet Sun" (Poland. 1995)
followed by "Imperative," (Poland.1981) 7:30
p.m., Gish Rim Theater. Free.
Social Philosophy and Policy Center
Conference. "Cultural Pluralism and Moral
Knowledge." beginning at 8 p.m., Assembly
Room, Mcfall Center, open to all. Free. For
more information call 372-2536.

Nolipiofit Organization
U.S. Postage Paid

FOl'ecast for 1993." 7:30-8:45 am., Mileti
Alumni Center, $4.50 per person. For
reservationS call 372-2424.
Social Philosophy and Polley Center
Conference. "Cultural Pluralism and Moral
Knowledge," beginning at 9 am., Assembly
Room, McFall Center. open to all. Free.
Falcon Club Luncheon. noon. Days Inn.
Women's Cross country. Mel Broot
Invitational, 4 :30 p.m.
Men's Cross Country, Mel Brodt
Invitational, 5:15 p.m.

Saturday, Sept. 26
Social Philosophy and Polley Cenfer
Conference. "Cultural Pluralism and Moral
Knowledge," beginning at 9 am., Assembly
Room, MsFall Center, open to all. Free.
Football, the Falcons vs. East Carolina,
1 :30 p.m., Doyt Perry Stadium.
Men's Soccer. vs. Central Michigan. 4
p.m., Mickey Cochrane Field.

Sunday, Sept. 27
Bryan Chamber Series. mixed chamber
music concert. 8 p.m., Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.

Monday, Sept. 28
Tickets on sale, for the Billy Taylor Trio
and Turtle Island String Quartet concert Oct. 9.
Moore Musical Arts Center box office. For
more information call. 372-8171.
International Film Serles. "Heaven and
Earth," (Japan. 1990) 8 p.m., Gish Film
Theater. Free.

library is open.
Many of these features are new to
BGSU users who will be unaware of the
flexibility of BG LINK for searching
increased fields of item records. For
instance, it is now possible to browse for
items by call number just as they are
located in the stacks. It is also possible to
search by a subject heading found in one
record for other items by that same
heading without keying in the heading.
Two key strokes will do this.
BG LINK instruction will be given
Tuesday afternoons from 3 to 4 p.m. and
Wednesday mornings from 10:30 to
11 :30 a.m. in 126 Jerome Library.
Interested persons are asked to phone
Information Services at 372-2362 to
reserve a place in a particular session.

Variety of computer seminars offered this fall
The following computer seminars will
be offered this fall during October and
November. Persons interested in
attending should register by calling
372-2102.
"Intro to DOS 4.0 (IBM)" will be from 9
to 11 am. Oct. 6 in 120 College Park
Office Building. It provides a basic
orientation to IBM personal computers
and IBM's disk operating system.
"Getting Started on the Mac~ is set for
9 to 11 am. Oct. 7 in 248B Technology
Building. This session presents the word
processing software package Microsoft
Works. including a primer on the Macin·
tosh Desktop and using the mouse.
"MicrocOmputer Concepts" is sched·
uled from 1:30-3:30 p.m. Oct. 12 in 120
College Park Office Building. The
seminar covers the basic microcomputer
terminology, hardware and software
components and microcomputer applica·

Bowling Green, Ohio

•ereakfaat In BG", panel of four area
business executives will disaJss "Business

Instruction is given weekly for BG LINK
Hands-on instruction on BG LINK, the
BGSU Libraries' new online catalog, is
being offered twice weekly through the
fall semester to demonstrate search
strategies and mobility through item
records. This instruction is intended for
faculty. students and staff who will be
using the system.
With BG LINK, users can search by
author, title, subject, keywords and limit
these searches by a number of variations
including year of publications, subjects,
words in title, author. publisher and
location in libraries. In addition, the
system allows searching for reserve
items by professor and course, call
numbers, standard numbers (such as
ISBN) and offers numerous screens of
library infonnation induding hours the

PenmNo.1

Friday, Sept. 25

tions.
"Hands On With DOS 4.0 (IBM)" is set
for 9 to 11 am. Oct. 13 in 120 College
Park Office Building. This seminar will
explain how to manage and operate an
IBM personal computer using DOS
commands. Attendance at "Intro to DOS"
is recommended.
. "Spreadsheet (Mac)" is set from 9:30
to 11 :30 a.m. Oct 14 in 248B Technology
Building. The seminar covers the basics
of creating and managing a spreadsheet
using the Microsoft Works package. Prior
Macintosh experience or attendance at
"Getting Started on the Macintosh"
seminar is required.
"Hard Disk Set Up (IBM)" is scheduled
from 9 to 11 am. Oct. 15 in the Williams
Lab. It will focus on the management
considerations and initialization process
of setting up and operating IBM PC hard

disks.
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Teleconferencing center induded in project

Groundbreaking marks the start of construction of classroom building
Students can look forward to more
elbow room - make that classroom, as
the University prepares to break ground
for a new building this week.
Construction will start on a
high-technology dassroom building and
teleconferencing center that will enable
students to become part of a "global
classroom." linking them to academic
resources throughout the country and

workl.
Ground will be broken at 10:30 a.m.
Tuesday (Sept. 29) for the $13.5 million
building expected to ease the dassroom
crunch on campus and to provide
students with one of the most technologically advanced dassroom settings in the
state.
The building will be located off Ridge
Street, immediately north of the Business
Administration Building.
When completed in early 1994,
students, both on and off campus, will be
able to participate in lectures and
presentations from a variety of localities
thanks to satellite communications
capabilities.
"This will be a high-tech building and
will greatly expand the availability of
knowledge resources. No doubt about it,·
Roland Engler, University architect, said.
-We're waiting until the last possible
minute to order equipment. because of
ongoing advances in the technology."
The two-story, 95,QOO-square-foot
building will seat more than 2.000
students in 28 classrooms and lecture
halls. There also wiU be a 600-seat
educationak:onference center that can
be divided into two smaller sections with
a moveable sounck:ontrolling partition.
One room will have computers instead
of desks and a large monitor instead of a
chalkboard Instructors and students in
this setting wiD go beyond just learning
how to use c:orr.puters. Instead they will
utilize them as advanced learning tools.
Computers in the building will be

An architect's rendering indicates the way the new classroom building w;;11oo1< when it is completed in early 1994. The building will
include a high-tech teleconferencing center.
documents and never leave the class-

linked to Jerome Library which, through
the newly created Ohiolink system, will
be tied into several other university
libraries throughout the state. Students
then will have access to millions of
books, periodicals and government

room.
The building was designed by The
Collaborative Inc. of Toledo. Project
architect Michael DiNardo calls it "a
significant advance in resource capabili-

ties for the entire University. It will
accomodate the widest possible range of
innovations in teaching.·

Continued on page 3

New Music and Art Festival will salute music and art in the Americas
The University's13th annual New
Music and Art Festival will pay honor to
the American quincentennial with the
theme "Music and
Art of the

Americas."

Pulitzer
Prize.winning
composer Mario
Davidovsky and
the chamber
ensemble

a·

California EAR.

Unit win be the
special guest
artists at the

. . .. . . . . ......

.. , .

"the finest contemporary music group in
the nation; will make its Bowling Green
debut Oct 3 in conjunction with the Music
at the Forefront Series.
At the School of Art, the exhibition
"Centered Margins: Contemporary Art of
the Americas Toward a Post-Colonial
Culture" will open Oct 2 in the new
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery. The
exhibition will focus on the complexily of
the American experience through the
eyes· of artists from diverse cultural
backgrounds. Featured artists will include
Micaela Amato. Masumi Hayashi, Frank
Bigbear, Luis Cruz Azaceta. Paul Sierra
. and Jean LaMarr. Opening Oct 2 at the

festival which runs Oct.·1-4.
Hosted by the College of Musical Arts
and the School of Art, events wiR be held
at the Moore Musical Arts Center and the
spacious, newly renovated Rne Arts
Building.
Several works by Davidovsky will be
featured throughout the festival, including
a perfonnance of -Synchronism No.
by
Venti da Camera. the University's faculty
woodwind quintet Davidovsky wiU also
be involved in panel discussions on Oct
2 and 3, and host a composition seminar

on Oct 4.

Mario Davidavslcy
. .
.
..

....... .
-

-

califomia EAR. Unit, which the Los
Angeles Daily News has desaibed as

. ..·.

·.

. . •- ·- ....

.

. .. . . .
-

.. '.

School of Art GaUery will be the exhibition
"A View From the Garden," a collection of
paintings by Bowling Green alumnus
Bernie Casey that interprets the themes
of duplicity and truth using Garden of
Eden imagery.
Also participating in this year's festival
will be 14 guest composers. They include
Native American and African-American
composers as well as composers from
Argentina. Canada, Cuba. Malta. Mexico
and Puerto Rico. In addition, Bowling
Green faaJlty members Burton Beennan,
WaBace DePue and Donald M. Wilson

Light Ink
Addition to Fine Arts Center to be
dedicated in ceremony on Oct. B
On Oct. 8, Bowling Green State
University will dedicate a $9.8 million
addition to its Fine Arts Center. The new
facility will, for the first time, house under
one roof all five divisions of the School of
Art.
In the past, art education, art therapy,
design, art history and studio art majors
attended classes in a variety of on- and
off-campus locations which induded the
second floor of the University's Health
Center and a former machine shop.
"The buildings we had been working
out of were not adequate to perform the
necessary functions that pertain to those
disciplines," said Thomas A. Hilty,
director of the School of Art since 1987.
Since these locations had not been
designed for the arts, they generally
lacked proper ventilation, lighting and
acoustics. Combined with the continued
growth of the School of Art throughout
the 1960s, 70s and ·aos. there was a
vital need to expand and update the fine
arts facilities.
•tt was a major decision by the
University to build the facility as we did,·
Hilty said. •tt is extremely well equipped
and was not an inexpensive venture.•
The addition is three times larger than
the original fine arts building.
The Fine Arts Center goes beyond just
fulfiRing fundamental requirements. With
the new Hiroko Nakamoto and Dorothy
Uber Bryan Galleries and an outdoor
sculpture garden, the facility offers about
7 .000 square feet for displaying both
student works and major art exhibitions.
'We're definitely going to be able to
bring to Bowling Green outstanding
artists and exhibitions on the national and
international levels which people from all
over northwest Ohio will be able to enjoy
and learn from," Hilty said
Featuring a high ceiling and beautiful
northern hard maple floor, the Dorothy
Uber Bryan Gallery is the Fine Arts
Center's iargest exhibition area and was
made possible by a $250,000 donation ·
from Dorothy and Ashel Bryan of Bowling
Green. Dorothy Bryan is a respected and
SI iccessful artist whose mixed media
paintings have been exhibited throughout

Ohio.
The Hiroko Nakamoto Gallery, which
is aaiacent to the Bryan Gallery. was
constructed under the supervision of
Nakamoto, an internationally known
interior designer and a Bowling Green

alumna. Her design experience includes
the interiors of the New Zealand and
Royal Netherland Embassies in Japan as
well as the Tokyo Branch of Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.
The Nakamoto Gallery also includes
an authentic Japanese tea ceremony
room to be used by the University"s Asian
studies studer.ts for formal tea ceremony
instruction.
To design and construct this area,
Nakamoto enlisted expert Japanese
architects who specialize in the traditional
tea ceremony room and New York-based
Japanese craftsmen. University carpenters also participated in the project
Representing Ohio's artistic heritage,
a large glass mural made by
world-renowned "glass man· Dominick
Labino (1910·1987) is located at the
Bryan Gallery entrance.
Mounted into the wall. "A Flow of
Color," as it was named by Labino's wife,
Libby, measures nine feet in length by
three feet in width and is illuminated by
lights mounted directly behind the glass.
The resulting colors, from cool blues to
brilliant yellows, are startling.
·A Flow of Color' probably has some
of the best color that Nick did in his
panels; said Hilty. "You have to remember that he was an artist painting with
color. Some colors in this piece have
such a precise edge, where they divide
from one another, that you would almost
think it was stained glass, but it's not·
While students will have even greater
opportunities to observe art, they also will
have even better equipment to use while
studying their respective discipflnes.
More than $846,000 has been spent
to provide new moveable equipment and
furniture, including computer workstations, kilns, band saws, a forklift, an
arc welder and dozens more items, not
including equipment previously used at
older locatioils. Plus, approximately
$210,000 has been eannarked to
purchase computer equipment
"What makes this unique is not just
the building space, but the equipment
thafs going into it," Hilty said. "That is
what is going to make this facility really
come together.
"Space doesn't create the program; it's
the faculty. the equipment and the
technicians. The Fme Ar1s Center is
going to make its mark.·

Smeared Ink
Four persons to receive Honorary
Alumnus Award at Oct. 9 dinner

COMMENTARY
Editor, the Monitor:
On April 22, 1992, the Arts and Sciences Council met and dealt with several
issues. These included the appointment of a time-consuming committee on college
priorities, a discussion of increasing the commitment of faculty time to PTRC
(Promotion and Tenure Review Committee), and the approval of a proposal to effect
major changes in the promotion and tenure review guidelines. The minutes indicated that this latter proposal would be sent to the faculty for a vote, which I assume
will soon be taken.
The time and effort that faculty devote to committee and quasi-administrative
activities is enormous. It is time and effort that is stolen from activities that most of
us believe constitute the essence of a university. In the best of times faculty
members spend far too much time on committees and quasi-administrative activities. These are, in my years here, the worst of times. When these A & S proposals
and others that call for still more effort to be taken away from teaching, research
and public and professional service come before the faculty, I think that we should
vote no and concentrate on the essential activities that we spent so much of our
lives preparing to pursue.
Increasing the size of PTRC? It is an "advisory committee" that requires an
enormous investment of time, energy and no little soul-searching. The dean can
(and does) override the committee's recommendations. Why increase the cost? If
PTRC must continue {and I'm not at all sure that it should) and some constituency
feels unrepresented, then lefs develop a simple method of letting that constituency
make an appearance on behalf of individuals that they feel might otherwise suffer
because of their nonrepresentation.
Requiring a "portfolio for presentation of teaching effectiveness"? The last thing
that nontenured faculty members need is another demand on their time! And I can
imagine the massive, nonprobative dossiers that will be produced.
If anything, administrators should be doing everything possible to free faculty to
teach and do creative work. To that extent that we cannot devote substantial time
and effort to research, to other forms of creative work and to the many forms of
teaching implied by the word "university; then perhaps we ought to drop the word
"university" from the name of our institution and call ourselves Wood County
Postsecondary School.

German filmmaker Michael Verhoeven {center) partk;ipates in a question and
answer period during International Film Directors Week which was observed on
campus with an anay of film presentations and dasses. Tw"a of Verlloevens films
were shown last week. 7he Nasty Gitr and 7he White Rose.• Also attending the
presentation were Gerald Pratley {left), a renowned Canadian film critic and
professor of film in Toronto, and Klaus Schmidt, interim chair of the German,
Russian and East Asian languages department. Other directors taking part in the
week's events were John Frankenheimer of the U.S., Krzysztof Zanussi of Poland
and Michel Brault of Canada.

Gordon's teaching recognized by SPJ award
James Gordon, retired associate
professor of journalism, has been named
the recipient of the 1992 Society of
Professional Journalists' Distinguished
Teaching in Journalism Award.
Gordon retired from the University in
1990 after teaching for 24 years. He also
was a long-time adviser to The Key, the
Uni versity's student yearbook. Since
1978 he has been the editor of the News

Photographer magazine, the official
publ"ication of the National Press Photographers Association. h is published
monthly for the 8,300 NPPA members.
Prior to teaching at BGSU, Gordon
was the director of news and photogra- _
phy services for the University. He also
has worked as a staff photographer for
the Toledo Blade. the Philadelphia
Inquirer, the ColumbUs Star, the
Chronicle-Telegram and the Rochester
Times Union. In addition, he served as a
photographer in the U.S. Navy.
Gordon is a frequent judge for
photography competitions and a graphics

Michael E. Doherty

-consultant to newspapers. He also is a
member of the Association for Education
in Journalism and Mass Communications,
the National Council of College Publica·
lions Advisers, the National Press
Photographers Association, the Raaio
Televisions News Directors Association,
the Ohio News Photographers Association and the Society of Professional
Journalists.

Psychology

Ubrary has materials on collective bargaining
Jerome Library has a collection of
materials on collective bargaining in its
reserve book room that is available for
reading to anyone interested in learning
more about the topic.

Directory is available

Library staff members have collected
the materials which are composed mainly
of books and articles. It also indudes
three bargaining agreements from

A directory listing the international
activities of University faculty and staff is
now available.
The booklet indicates any faculty or

Youngstown State University, Kent State
University and University of Cincinnati.
Also in the collection is the latest Ohio
Board of Regents Basic Data series
which provides comparative university
information on topics such as salaries,
enrollments and tuition.
Persons who would like to supply
more information to the collection are
invited to do so.

staff who have ci>nduC:ted research,
teaching or had contracts abroad. It can
be helpful to other University employees
who are planning to go abroad and want
to know more about a particular place.
Persons interested in obtaining a copy
of the directory can contact the Center for
International Programs at 372-2247.
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The historians will deta:~ ~::~v t~e
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western continents. With the Africans
came new and deadly tropical diseases
that further thinned the ranks of native
Americans and killed Europeans as wen.
According to historians. the relative
immunity of blacks to these African
illnesses led to their demographic
domination of the tropical and subtropical
regions from Brazil to the southern United
States while the decreased numbers of
Indians resulted in European occupation
of the hemisphere's temperate regions
from Canada to Argentina.
The first.Jectu~e '~ the series on Oct 1
will featt:re !)•_ KS:'"C~~ F. Kiple, history,
and ed!tor cf the ~::::::~-'.~·be-released
book The Car.:tr=;:: ·~1-;~ History of
Human Disease. !-''s !:::;=':::will be
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art I~ and video presentation also
are scheduled

The New Music & Art Festival is
supported by an Academic Challenge
Grant from the Ohio Board of Regents to
the MidAmerican Center for Contemporary Music; the Ohio Arts Council; Arts
Midwest; Meet the Composer Inc. in
partnership with the National Endowment
for the Arts and the Dayton Hudson
Foundation; Ronald and Carolyn
McMaster; the Medici Circle; the Latino
Student Union; and the University's
Cultural Events Committee, among
others.

From the front

eea.
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and graduate composition student
Hany-Simon Shepherd will take part
Readings of scholarly papers on
contemporary music, master dasses, an

CLASSROOM BUILDING

- Nobel David Cook of Florida International
University whose lecture on Oct 15 is
entitled "Dei;nographic Disaster: The
Onslaught of Disease in South America."
Douglas Ubelaker of the National
wor1d.
..
Museum of Natural History will speak on
The Cambridge World History of
; :
"A Winnowing of Ranks: Columbus and
Human Disease. published by Cambridge
Disease Among North American Indians"
University Press. is said to be the most
on Oct 26 and the final talk in the series
significant contnbution to the study of
will be presented on Nov. 5 by AHred W.
disease and medicine since the HandCrosby of the University of Texas.
book of Geographical and Historical
Crosby's lecture is entitled "The
Pathology by August Hirsch was pub- . .
Columbian Exchange and the Establishlisti~~ =~ 1
The 1, 168-page book, ·
ment of Europe in the Americas."
whi::!: !s e:r;iected to be released in late
The series. which commemorates the
O:!cbe~. c~"n!:>ines recent strides in
qu!ncentennial of the voyages of Colummet:f.:!nc ·:·i!h historical and geographical
bus, is being made possible in part b/
·scholars~•p. The result provides an
funding from the Office of Continuing
Education, International and Summer
. interdlsc'.p!inary overview of human
- <flSS:l.Se th•:i:.ighout history.
. .
Programs_ and by the Office of University
.' .
-~ 'The r.:?~~ speaker in the se~~~.be _ . ·Relations. .

,._ ....

Mark Kelly and marching band music
have become synonymous at Bowling
Green over the past 26 years. Each fall
the marching band entertains thousands
and generally draws standing ovations
from appreciative football crowds. Kelly
also directs the highly regarded Symphonic Band.
He earned two degrees from the
University of Iowa but it is in Ohio where
Kelly has developed the reputation as
one of the state's premier bandmasters.
Known as a hard-driving disciplinarian,
Kelly has made being in the band fun for
Bowling Green students.

From the front

372-2685.

Kiple has served a5 a consuHant to
the Smithsonian lnstiMion in Washington, D.C. While comptling his latest book.
he worked with more than 160 scholars
and medical specialistsfrom around the

,................................-.................................................
_

80 patents, has been inducted into the
Ohio Inventor's Hall of Fame.
However, it is in the glass and solar
energy industries that McMaster has met
with great success as both a scientist and
entrepreneur.
Mrs. McMaster has dedicated herseH
to several community projects, including
the University's current $1.825 arts
campaign, for which she is serving as
co-chair.
Also receiving an Honorary Alumnus
Award is Port Clinton's Paul Gillmor, the
Fifth District Congressman. Prior to his
election to the U.S. House, Gillmor
served in the Ohio Senate for 22 years.
Philip Mason, vice president for
University relations, said that while
Gillmor was president of the Ohio Senate
he saw merit in a variety of University
projects and supported endeavors such
as the University's research/enterprise
park. many capital improvements, an
increased enrollment limit and improved
access to telecommunication equipment

FESTIVAL

All festival events are open to the
public free of charge. For a complete
schedule, contact Suzanne Thierry at the
MidAmerican Center for Contemporary
Music in the College of Musical Arts,

Lecture series to discuss historical consequences of ~pread of diseases
Events triggered by the voyages of
Christopher Columbus will be examined
in a lecture series that starts Thursday
(Oct 1) at the Wood County l.Jbrary. Presented by the Department of
History with a grant from the Ohio _
Humanities Council, the series is free and
open to the public. Each lecture will begin
at 7 p.m. in the Wood County Public
Library. 25~ N. Ma:~ Street. Bowling
Green.
Four noted scholars are scheduled to
speak in the series, which is entitled _
"legacies of 1492 in Red, White and
8!ack." Each wiO discuss now tlie spread

Harold and Helen McMaster, Congressman Paul Gillmor and Mark Kelly,
director of BGSU's marching band, have
been named recipients of the University's
Honorary Alumnus Award. They will be
honored during a special dinner Friday,
Oct. 9, in the Holley Lodge Atrium in
Bowling Green.
Each is being cited for signif1Ca.11t
contributions to the growth and reputation
of the University although none of the
hOnorees are graduates of Bowling
Green.
The Honorary Alumnus Award was
initiated in 1973 to recognize individuals
who are not graduates of the University,
but whose efforts have been important to
the University and the community. The
latest group of honorees brings to 38 the
number of recipients of the award.
The Alumni Association is hosting a
cash-bar reception to begin at 6:30 p.m.
with dinner following at 7:30 p.m.
Persons interested in attending should
contact the Mileti Alumni Center at
372-2701 to make reservations.
Mr. and Mrs. McMaster are well known
for their support of several University
programs including those in business,
music, art and the Center for Photochemical Sciences. In 1985, the
McMasters donated $1-miDion to create
the McMaster Leadership Institute and
the McMaster Fellows program in
photochemical sciences. The institute is
dedicated to expanding the acx;ess
scientists have to decision-making roles
in industry. In 1991 the McMasters
contributed $150,000 to the University's
Campaign for the Arts.
McMaster, an inventor with more than

Alexei Gretchikhine (second from left) and Alexandre Nikolaitchik (tight) rectiWe a
plaque from President Olscamo and Doug Nedcers {left), photochemical · which recognizes them as this year's oUtstan<fmg doctoral fellows in the Cen ~
Photochemical Sciences. The award Is based on grades, performance in the
llS teaching fellows. Gretchikhine and-Nffcolaitchik are Russian students from
Mendeleev University 111 Moscow. They caf11e to Bowling Green in 1991 and
'M1rlcing on their doctorates in ohotoc:hf;mii:iJ sciences.
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Rudolph/Ubbe, Inc. of Walbridge is
the general contractor.
The building wiB be a welcome and
long-needed addition to the campus,
Robert McGeein, assistant vice president
for capital planning, said BGSU lecture
halls and classrooms have the highest
ublization rates among similar faciltt:es at
other universities in the state according to
studi9s by the Ohio Board of Regents.
And of the classrooms being usedmany were built before television was
invented-very few are set up to bring
advanced educational technology to
students.
Soon, with satellites, a _f,iber optics
network and an intricate Computer
system, Bowling GreeRiliidnorthwest
Ohio will be linked to
of knowl-

am

edge.
t-; For ~xpmple. the ~n~

_..~~nas~~a~, _

university about joint programs and the
history department is planning a cooperative venture with Moscow University. The
gerontology program in the College of
Health and Human Services will use the
facility to serve nursing home and health
professionals in northwest Ohio.
"Certainly, the potential for university
interactidn is tremendous," Patrick
Frtzgerald, di.rector of television services,

said.
And people do not have to be on
campus to take advantage of this
technology. "Eventually. people in
northwest Ohio will be able to take part in
BGSU dasses and programs without
ever leaving their home or office." he

added.
"This new approach to learning opens
a new world for both the traditional
college student and the.nontraditional
student," .he_~
.

.
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Light Ink
Addition to Fine Arts Center to be
dedicated in ceremony on Oct. B
On Oct. 8, Bowling Green State
University will dedicate a $9.8 million
addition to its Fine Arts Center. The new
facility will, for the first time, house under
one roof all five divisions of the School of
Art.
In the past, art education, art therapy,
design, art history and studio art majors
attended classes in a variety of on- and
off-campus locations which induded the
second floor of the University's Health
Center and a former machine shop.
"The buildings we had been working
out of were not adequate to perform the
necessary functions that pertain to those
disciplines," said Thomas A. Hilty,
director of the School of Art since 1987.
Since these locations had not been
designed for the arts, they generally
lacked proper ventilation, lighting and
acoustics. Combined with the continued
growth of the School of Art throughout
the 1960s, 70s and ·aos. there was a
vital need to expand and update the fine
arts facilities.
•tt was a major decision by the
University to build the facility as we did,·
Hilty said. •tt is extremely well equipped
and was not an inexpensive venture.•
The addition is three times larger than
the original fine arts building.
The Fine Arts Center goes beyond just
fulfiRing fundamental requirements. With
the new Hiroko Nakamoto and Dorothy
Uber Bryan Galleries and an outdoor
sculpture garden, the facility offers about
7 .000 square feet for displaying both
student works and major art exhibitions.
'We're definitely going to be able to
bring to Bowling Green outstanding
artists and exhibitions on the national and
international levels which people from all
over northwest Ohio will be able to enjoy
and learn from," Hilty said
Featuring a high ceiling and beautiful
northern hard maple floor, the Dorothy
Uber Bryan Gallery is the Fine Arts
Center's iargest exhibition area and was
made possible by a $250,000 donation ·
from Dorothy and Ashel Bryan of Bowling
Green. Dorothy Bryan is a respected and
SI iccessful artist whose mixed media
paintings have been exhibited throughout

Ohio.
The Hiroko Nakamoto Gallery, which
is aaiacent to the Bryan Gallery. was
constructed under the supervision of
Nakamoto, an internationally known
interior designer and a Bowling Green

alumna. Her design experience includes
the interiors of the New Zealand and
Royal Netherland Embassies in Japan as
well as the Tokyo Branch of Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.
The Nakamoto Gallery also includes
an authentic Japanese tea ceremony
room to be used by the University"s Asian
studies studer.ts for formal tea ceremony
instruction.
To design and construct this area,
Nakamoto enlisted expert Japanese
architects who specialize in the traditional
tea ceremony room and New York-based
Japanese craftsmen. University carpenters also participated in the project
Representing Ohio's artistic heritage,
a large glass mural made by
world-renowned "glass man· Dominick
Labino (1910·1987) is located at the
Bryan Gallery entrance.
Mounted into the wall. "A Flow of
Color," as it was named by Labino's wife,
Libby, measures nine feet in length by
three feet in width and is illuminated by
lights mounted directly behind the glass.
The resulting colors, from cool blues to
brilliant yellows, are startling.
·A Flow of Color' probably has some
of the best color that Nick did in his
panels; said Hilty. "You have to remember that he was an artist painting with
color. Some colors in this piece have
such a precise edge, where they divide
from one another, that you would almost
think it was stained glass, but it's not·
While students will have even greater
opportunities to observe art, they also will
have even better equipment to use while
studying their respective discipflnes.
More than $846,000 has been spent
to provide new moveable equipment and
furniture, including computer workstations, kilns, band saws, a forklift, an
arc welder and dozens more items, not
including equipment previously used at
older locatioils. Plus, approximately
$210,000 has been eannarked to
purchase computer equipment
"What makes this unique is not just
the building space, but the equipment
thafs going into it," Hilty said. "That is
what is going to make this facility really
come together.
"Space doesn't create the program; it's
the faculty. the equipment and the
technicians. The Fme Ar1s Center is
going to make its mark.·

Smeared Ink
Four persons to receive Honorary
Alumnus Award at Oct. 9 dinner

COMMENTARY
Editor, the Monitor:
On April 22, 1992, the Arts and Sciences Council met and dealt with several
issues. These included the appointment of a time-consuming committee on college
priorities, a discussion of increasing the commitment of faculty time to PTRC
(Promotion and Tenure Review Committee), and the approval of a proposal to effect
major changes in the promotion and tenure review guidelines. The minutes indicated that this latter proposal would be sent to the faculty for a vote, which I assume
will soon be taken.
The time and effort that faculty devote to committee and quasi-administrative
activities is enormous. It is time and effort that is stolen from activities that most of
us believe constitute the essence of a university. In the best of times faculty
members spend far too much time on committees and quasi-administrative activities. These are, in my years here, the worst of times. When these A & S proposals
and others that call for still more effort to be taken away from teaching, research
and public and professional service come before the faculty, I think that we should
vote no and concentrate on the essential activities that we spent so much of our
lives preparing to pursue.
Increasing the size of PTRC? It is an "advisory committee" that requires an
enormous investment of time, energy and no little soul-searching. The dean can
(and does) override the committee's recommendations. Why increase the cost? If
PTRC must continue {and I'm not at all sure that it should) and some constituency
feels unrepresented, then lefs develop a simple method of letting that constituency
make an appearance on behalf of individuals that they feel might otherwise suffer
because of their nonrepresentation.
Requiring a "portfolio for presentation of teaching effectiveness"? The last thing
that nontenured faculty members need is another demand on their time! And I can
imagine the massive, nonprobative dossiers that will be produced.
If anything, administrators should be doing everything possible to free faculty to
teach and do creative work. To that extent that we cannot devote substantial time
and effort to research, to other forms of creative work and to the many forms of
teaching implied by the word "university; then perhaps we ought to drop the word
"university" from the name of our institution and call ourselves Wood County
Postsecondary School.

German filmmaker Michael Verhoeven {center) partk;ipates in a question and
answer period during International Film Directors Week which was observed on
campus with an anay of film presentations and dasses. Tw"a of Verlloevens films
were shown last week. 7he Nasty Gitr and 7he White Rose.• Also attending the
presentation were Gerald Pratley {left), a renowned Canadian film critic and
professor of film in Toronto, and Klaus Schmidt, interim chair of the German,
Russian and East Asian languages department. Other directors taking part in the
week's events were John Frankenheimer of the U.S., Krzysztof Zanussi of Poland
and Michel Brault of Canada.

Gordon's teaching recognized by SPJ award
James Gordon, retired associate
professor of journalism, has been named
the recipient of the 1992 Society of
Professional Journalists' Distinguished
Teaching in Journalism Award.
Gordon retired from the University in
1990 after teaching for 24 years. He also
was a long-time adviser to The Key, the
Uni versity's student yearbook. Since
1978 he has been the editor of the News

Photographer magazine, the official
publ"ication of the National Press Photographers Association. h is published
monthly for the 8,300 NPPA members.
Prior to teaching at BGSU, Gordon
was the director of news and photogra- _
phy services for the University. He also
has worked as a staff photographer for
the Toledo Blade. the Philadelphia
Inquirer, the ColumbUs Star, the
Chronicle-Telegram and the Rochester
Times Union. In addition, he served as a
photographer in the U.S. Navy.
Gordon is a frequent judge for
photography competitions and a graphics

Michael E. Doherty

-consultant to newspapers. He also is a
member of the Association for Education
in Journalism and Mass Communications,
the National Council of College Publica·
lions Advisers, the National Press
Photographers Association, the Raaio
Televisions News Directors Association,
the Ohio News Photographers Association and the Society of Professional
Journalists.

Psychology

Ubrary has materials on collective bargaining
Jerome Library has a collection of
materials on collective bargaining in its
reserve book room that is available for
reading to anyone interested in learning
more about the topic.

Directory is available

Library staff members have collected
the materials which are composed mainly
of books and articles. It also indudes
three bargaining agreements from

A directory listing the international
activities of University faculty and staff is
now available.
The booklet indicates any faculty or

Youngstown State University, Kent State
University and University of Cincinnati.
Also in the collection is the latest Ohio
Board of Regents Basic Data series
which provides comparative university
information on topics such as salaries,
enrollments and tuition.
Persons who would like to supply
more information to the collection are
invited to do so.

staff who have ci>nduC:ted research,
teaching or had contracts abroad. It can
be helpful to other University employees
who are planning to go abroad and want
to know more about a particular place.
Persons interested in obtaining a copy
of the directory can contact the Center for
International Programs at 372-2247.
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western continents. With the Africans
came new and deadly tropical diseases
that further thinned the ranks of native
Americans and killed Europeans as wen.
According to historians. the relative
immunity of blacks to these African
illnesses led to their demographic
domination of the tropical and subtropical
regions from Brazil to the southern United
States while the decreased numbers of
Indians resulted in European occupation
of the hemisphere's temperate regions
from Canada to Argentina.
The first.Jectu~e '~ the series on Oct 1
will featt:re !)•_ KS:'"C~~ F. Kiple, history,
and ed!tor cf the ~::::::~-'.~·be-released
book The Car.:tr=;:: ·~1-;~ History of
Human Disease. !-''s !:::;=':::will be
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art I~ and video presentation also
are scheduled

The New Music & Art Festival is
supported by an Academic Challenge
Grant from the Ohio Board of Regents to
the MidAmerican Center for Contemporary Music; the Ohio Arts Council; Arts
Midwest; Meet the Composer Inc. in
partnership with the National Endowment
for the Arts and the Dayton Hudson
Foundation; Ronald and Carolyn
McMaster; the Medici Circle; the Latino
Student Union; and the University's
Cultural Events Committee, among
others.

From the front
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and graduate composition student
Hany-Simon Shepherd will take part
Readings of scholarly papers on
contemporary music, master dasses, an

CLASSROOM BUILDING

- Nobel David Cook of Florida International
University whose lecture on Oct 15 is
entitled "Dei;nographic Disaster: The
Onslaught of Disease in South America."
Douglas Ubelaker of the National
wor1d.
..
Museum of Natural History will speak on
The Cambridge World History of
; :
"A Winnowing of Ranks: Columbus and
Human Disease. published by Cambridge
Disease Among North American Indians"
University Press. is said to be the most
on Oct 26 and the final talk in the series
significant contnbution to the study of
will be presented on Nov. 5 by AHred W.
disease and medicine since the HandCrosby of the University of Texas.
book of Geographical and Historical
Crosby's lecture is entitled "The
Pathology by August Hirsch was pub- . .
Columbian Exchange and the Establishlisti~~ =~ 1
The 1, 168-page book, ·
ment of Europe in the Americas."
whi::!: !s e:r;iected to be released in late
The series. which commemorates the
O:!cbe~. c~"n!:>ines recent strides in
qu!ncentennial of the voyages of Colummet:f.:!nc ·:·i!h historical and geographical
bus, is being made possible in part b/
·scholars~•p. The result provides an
funding from the Office of Continuing
Education, International and Summer
. interdlsc'.p!inary overview of human
- <flSS:l.Se th•:i:.ighout history.
. .
Programs_ and by the Office of University
.' .
-~ 'The r.:?~~ speaker in the se~~~.be _ . ·Relations. .

,._ ....

Mark Kelly and marching band music
have become synonymous at Bowling
Green over the past 26 years. Each fall
the marching band entertains thousands
and generally draws standing ovations
from appreciative football crowds. Kelly
also directs the highly regarded Symphonic Band.
He earned two degrees from the
University of Iowa but it is in Ohio where
Kelly has developed the reputation as
one of the state's premier bandmasters.
Known as a hard-driving disciplinarian,
Kelly has made being in the band fun for
Bowling Green students.

From the front

372-2685.

Kiple has served a5 a consuHant to
the Smithsonian lnstiMion in Washington, D.C. While comptling his latest book.
he worked with more than 160 scholars
and medical specialistsfrom around the
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80 patents, has been inducted into the
Ohio Inventor's Hall of Fame.
However, it is in the glass and solar
energy industries that McMaster has met
with great success as both a scientist and
entrepreneur.
Mrs. McMaster has dedicated herseH
to several community projects, including
the University's current $1.825 arts
campaign, for which she is serving as
co-chair.
Also receiving an Honorary Alumnus
Award is Port Clinton's Paul Gillmor, the
Fifth District Congressman. Prior to his
election to the U.S. House, Gillmor
served in the Ohio Senate for 22 years.
Philip Mason, vice president for
University relations, said that while
Gillmor was president of the Ohio Senate
he saw merit in a variety of University
projects and supported endeavors such
as the University's research/enterprise
park. many capital improvements, an
increased enrollment limit and improved
access to telecommunication equipment

FESTIVAL

All festival events are open to the
public free of charge. For a complete
schedule, contact Suzanne Thierry at the
MidAmerican Center for Contemporary
Music in the College of Musical Arts,

Lecture series to discuss historical consequences of ~pread of diseases
Events triggered by the voyages of
Christopher Columbus will be examined
in a lecture series that starts Thursday
(Oct 1) at the Wood County l.Jbrary. Presented by the Department of
History with a grant from the Ohio _
Humanities Council, the series is free and
open to the public. Each lecture will begin
at 7 p.m. in the Wood County Public
Library. 25~ N. Ma:~ Street. Bowling
Green.
Four noted scholars are scheduled to
speak in the series, which is entitled _
"legacies of 1492 in Red, White and
8!ack." Each wiO discuss now tlie spread

Harold and Helen McMaster, Congressman Paul Gillmor and Mark Kelly,
director of BGSU's marching band, have
been named recipients of the University's
Honorary Alumnus Award. They will be
honored during a special dinner Friday,
Oct. 9, in the Holley Lodge Atrium in
Bowling Green.
Each is being cited for signif1Ca.11t
contributions to the growth and reputation
of the University although none of the
hOnorees are graduates of Bowling
Green.
The Honorary Alumnus Award was
initiated in 1973 to recognize individuals
who are not graduates of the University,
but whose efforts have been important to
the University and the community. The
latest group of honorees brings to 38 the
number of recipients of the award.
The Alumni Association is hosting a
cash-bar reception to begin at 6:30 p.m.
with dinner following at 7:30 p.m.
Persons interested in attending should
contact the Mileti Alumni Center at
372-2701 to make reservations.
Mr. and Mrs. McMaster are well known
for their support of several University
programs including those in business,
music, art and the Center for Photochemical Sciences. In 1985, the
McMasters donated $1-miDion to create
the McMaster Leadership Institute and
the McMaster Fellows program in
photochemical sciences. The institute is
dedicated to expanding the acx;ess
scientists have to decision-making roles
in industry. In 1991 the McMasters
contributed $150,000 to the University's
Campaign for the Arts.
McMaster, an inventor with more than

Alexei Gretchikhine (second from left) and Alexandre Nikolaitchik (tight) rectiWe a
plaque from President Olscamo and Doug Nedcers {left), photochemical · which recognizes them as this year's oUtstan<fmg doctoral fellows in the Cen ~
Photochemical Sciences. The award Is based on grades, performance in the
llS teaching fellows. Gretchikhine and-Nffcolaitchik are Russian students from
Mendeleev University 111 Moscow. They caf11e to Bowling Green in 1991 and
'M1rlcing on their doctorates in ohotoc:hf;mii:iJ sciences.
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Rudolph/Ubbe, Inc. of Walbridge is
the general contractor.
The building wiB be a welcome and
long-needed addition to the campus,
Robert McGeein, assistant vice president
for capital planning, said BGSU lecture
halls and classrooms have the highest
ublization rates among similar faciltt:es at
other universities in the state according to
studi9s by the Ohio Board of Regents.
And of the classrooms being usedmany were built before television was
invented-very few are set up to bring
advanced educational technology to
students.
Soon, with satellites, a _f,iber optics
network and an intricate Computer
system, Bowling GreeRiliidnorthwest
Ohio will be linked to
of knowl-

am

edge.
t-; For ~xpmple. the ~n~

_..~~nas~~a~, _

university about joint programs and the
history department is planning a cooperative venture with Moscow University. The
gerontology program in the College of
Health and Human Services will use the
facility to serve nursing home and health
professionals in northwest Ohio.
"Certainly, the potential for university
interactidn is tremendous," Patrick
Frtzgerald, di.rector of television services,

said.
And people do not have to be on
campus to take advantage of this
technology. "Eventually. people in
northwest Ohio will be able to take part in
BGSU dasses and programs without
ever leaving their home or office." he

added.
"This new approach to learning opens
a new world for both the traditional
college student and the.nontraditional
student," .he_~
.
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Fire/ands is site of business teleconference

'

Young; David McCamus, chair of Xerox
Canada; Karen Hom, chair and CEO of
Bank One, Cleveland; and Charles

Firelands College and the Toledo

Section of the American Society for
Quality Control are co-sponsoring a live
national teleconference from 1o
am.-1:30 p.m. Thursday (Oct. 1) at the
college.
The agenda includes speakers such
as Edwin Artzt. chair and CEO of the
Proctor and Gamble Company; David 0.
Glass, president and CEO of Wal-Mart
Stores, Inc.; Ray Groves, chair of Ernst &

AJbey II, president of ASQC.
The American Society fOf Quality
Control. together with other national
professional organizations. businesses.
industries and academic institutions is
sponsoring activities in observanCe of

National Quality Month.
The regisbation fee for the event is
$50 to $60, depending on the number of
participants from the company attending.
Deadline is Monday (Sept 28) and
registrations can be made at the Office
for Personal and Professional Development at Firetands College. For more
information. calt 433-5560, ext. 217.

Positions are filloo
Fourteen employees recently have
joined the administrative staff. They are
Mitchell MiHer, part-time recording
services manager, College of Musical
Arts; Carolyn Strunk, assistant swimming
coach. intercollegiate athletics; Judith
Wahrman, NWO regional teacher training
center coordinator, NWOET FOundation;
and Thad Long, assistant director of
recreational sports for intramurats and
dub sports, Student Recreation Center.
Also, Debra Pinkston, basic reading
specialist, academic enhancement;
Kathleen Atwood, on-site director, AVA
France, romance languages; Sheila
Kratzer, microbiology preparation and
facilities technician, biological sciences;
Bruce Gregory, assistant football coach,
and Mark tavaroni, assistant men's
basketball coach, both of intercollegiate
athletics.
Also, Brian Paskvan. assistant
director. financial aid and student
employment; Kimberlie Goldsberry,
assistant director, small group housing
and Greek life; Scott Boden, complex
coordinator; and Noelle Kranz. hall
manager, all of residential services; and
Kenneth Frisch, director of development
and assistant vice president for University
relations.

Orientation is set
Personnel services has developed a
free orientation training program for newly
hired faculty administrators, directors and
managers. The program will provide a
general overview of the University's major
personnel policies to assist individuals to
more effectively meet the challenges of
their new assignments. It consists of
lectures, videotapes and overheads, as
well as open discussion on specific
topics.
A session will be held from 8:15 am.
to noon Tuesday (Sept 29) in the
personnel training/conference center, 1
College Park Office Building. To register,
contact Laura Gazarek at 372-8421.

Recycle phone books
New University phone books are
scheduled to be distributed to campus
offices within the next two weeks.
Recipients are encouraged to recyde
their old phone books by removing the
covers and placing the book in a recycling container located on the first floor of
each building. The recycled books will be
shredded by the BG Recyding Center
and used for animal bedding. H a campus
building does not have the recyding
container, contact the Recyding Office at
372-8909.

Classified employee retires
Alonzo J.
Gallagher, a
classified staff
member, is
retiring after
working 26 years
at the University.
An employee of
the physical plant,
he has worked as
a custodian during
his career at
BGSU. He will
officially retire
(Sept. 30.

Theatre season opens
with 'Emperor Henry IV'

DATEBOOK
Monday, Sept 28
11cbts on Ale, fOI' the Billy Taylar Trio
and Turtle Island String Quartet c:oncerl Oct. 9,
Moore Musical Aris Center box office. For
more infonnation call, 372-8171.
International Film Series. "Heaven and
Earth." (Japan, 1990) 8 p.m., Gish Fdm
nieater. Free.

Tuesday, Sept. 29
Roundtable llutlng, offered by University
Con1Juter SeMces for aB interes1ed micro~users. 1 ::30-2:30 p.m.• Ohio Suite,
University Union. For more in10I rnation call
372-29ZT.
bdematlonal Rim Series. •Bicycle Thief."
(llaly, 1948) 8 p.m., Gish Fdm Theater. Free.
WBGU-lV Pn.gimn, Journal 1992. "How
Lima Schools are planning to deal with a new
slatewide open enrollment 1aw.· beginning at
1O p.m. Viewers may phone in questions by

caDing 1-800-453-2437 or 372-7250.

Thursday, Oct. 1
Admlnlsbatiwe Staff Council. 1 :30 p.m.,
Alumni Room, University Union.

Ubrary computer demollSbatloilS,
"Remote aa::ess to inf01rnation sources.3:30-5 p.m., Conference Room, Jerome

Library. For more inlonnation and reservations, call 372-2362.
New llusic & Art Festival begins with the
opening of "Masks of Fire." exhibit of Adrian
TIO Diaz, School of Art faculty member, 6:30
p.m., Kennedy Green Room, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free. Exhibition on display
through Oct. 16.
Qubicentetmlaf pcesentatlon, Kenneth F.
Kiple, history, wiU present •American Disease
Exchanges with Europe and Africa: The
Legacy of Slavery in the Americas," sponsored
by the University"s Department of History, 7
p.m .• Wood County Public Library. Everyone
welcome. Free. For more information call
372-2030.
New Music & Art Festival, concert
featuring chamber music by Orlando J. Garcia
of Cuba. John Beall and Burton Beerman. both
U.S., B p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Centerc Free.
Theatre production. ·Emperor Henry IV,8 p.m., Eva Marie Saint Theatre. Reserved
seat tickets are $6 for adults and $4 for
students and senior citizens. For reservations
call 372-2719.
Alm, "The Apartment,· 9 p.m., Gish Rim
"Dleater. Free.

Friday, Oct. 2

New Music & Art Festival. panel
disotSSion, "Corrp>ser to Composer: A
Dialogue With Mario Davidovsky; 9 am.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Aris Center.
Free.
New Music & Art Festival, music by
Chal1es Gamilleri of Malta and U.S. composers
Ruth Lomen, Harry-Simon Shepherd and
Donald M. Wilson will be performed in concen.
10:30 am., Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.
New Music & Art Festival, concert
The production is directed by Lori
featuring music by Mario Davidovsky of
Paris, a member of the theatre departArgentina. Leslie 8. Dunner and John Cage of
ment staff.
U.S •• 2:30 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
TICkets to the play are $6 for adults
Posting expiration date for employees to
Arts Center. Free.
apply: Noon. Friday. Oct. 2.
and $4 for students and senior citizens.
New Music & Art Festival, slide-lecture.
Group discounts are available.
"Speclacles of the Invisible." presented
10-2-1 Seaetay1
Reserved seat tickets can be purMicaela Mato, 3:45 p.m., 204 Fme Arts Center.
Payrange26
chased at the theatre box office in
Free.
HPER/Prevention Connection
New llusic & Art Festival, flutist Judy
University Hall or by calling (419)
Part-time
Goldwater wiD disoJss and perform "Oninica."
372-2719.
(Grant funded through Mardl 1994)
4 p.m., Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical Aris
Center. Free.
New Music & Art Festival. Paul Sierra will
present a slide-ledure about his work. 6:30
p.m., 204 Fine Aris Center. Free.
Volleyball, vs. Western Michigan, 7 p.m.,
The following adminisbative staff position is available:
AJ Ider.ion Arena
TeleYlslon Services: CoorOnator of early childhood deYelopment (grant.funded). Contact Sam
New 111usic & Art Festival, "A VteW From
Ramirez (Search M-043) at 372-2228. Deailine: Oct. 9. . .
. . the Garden,. fealuring paintings by artist

The University Theatre begins its
1992-93 season on Thursday (Oct. 1)
with a production of ·Emperor Henry tv.·
"Emperor Henry IV" will be staged at 8
p.m. Oct. 1-3 and Oct. 8-10 in the Eva
Marie Saint Theatre, located on the
second floor of University Hall. One
matinee, at 2 p.m. Sunday (Oct. 4), also
will be presented.

Alonzo
Gallagher

CLASSIFIED

EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES

FACULTY/STAFF POSmONS

... ,

.: •

,

Bernie Casey begins with a reception at 7:30
p.m., School of Art Gallety, Fine Arts Center.
New lluslc & Art Festlv8I. extition,
"Centered Margins: Con1omporary Art of the
Americas Toward a Post-Colonial Culture."
opens with a public rec:eption, 7:30 p.m.,
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallefy, Fine Aris Center.
Free. Exhibit can be viewed 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
weekdays and 2-5 p.m., on Sundays through
Nov1.
Thmtre production, "Emperor Heruy IV."
B p.m., Eva Marie Saint Theatre. For tickets
312-2119.
New Music & Art Festival, Philharmonia
mncert. "Thunder Gate." wiB be joined by
guest violinist. Sharan Leventhal, 9 p.m.,

;
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Demographers
laud Rao's new
technique book

~--

Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
':,,.
-:· ...... "'<

'··-:..:..;:)'

Saturday, Oct. 3
Women's Tennis, BGSU Invitational with

><avier and Toledo, 9 a.m.,Keefe Tennis
Courts.
New lluslc & Art Festival. members of
the California EAR. Unit wiU give a master
class. 9 a.m., choral rehearsal room. Moore
Musical Aris Center. Free.
New Music & Art Festival, research
papers on contemporary music topics will be
presented, 11 a.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.
New lluslc: & Art Festival, panel
diSCI ission, "Making Art, Making MUSic 1992:
Cross-Cultural Collaboration. Appropriation
and the Responsibility of the Artist." 2:30 p.m.,
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.

t.:'
f:"~-~
..
L::':.;.: .- .-:-

The title. Advanced Techniques of
Population Analysis, may not sound
exactly titillating, but the book currently is
receiving wide attention among
demography scholars.
Co-written by Or. K. Vaninadha Rao.
sociology, and Dr. Shiva S. Halli of the
University of Manitoba. Canada. the book
was published earlier this year by Planum
Press in New York. It is being touted as
the most
....
· ---=--..,
comprehensive
collection of
"
up-to-date
..:. 411:'
techniques
·, ~ ~'
developed in
population-related
research.
Already it has
become Planum
Press's most
popular book.
K.V. Rao
Rao said.
In fact, when
Rao went to a demography conference in
the Netherlands in July, many of the
participants were discussing the book. "I
was surprised that people already know
about it," he said.
Demography is the study of populations and their characteristics. Population
data analysis requires various demographic methods and statistical techniques depending on the type of study a
researcher is conducting. According to
Rao, many methods and techniques have
developed, but have never appeared
together in one text. Through their book.
the authors attempted to bring together
the most recent developments in statistical modeling and !heir applications in
population studies. They also provided an
easy-to-follow appfication, discussion of
available software and interpretation of
results obtained from software packages.
"Generally, most textbooks on this
topic talk about techniques, but don't
provide an example or tool,· Rao said.
"Also, there are many specialized books
on this topic, but never has all the
information been in one place. Our book
was written in response to these two
problems.·
One of the problems with any technical book is there often is too much math.
Rao said in writing the book they concentrated on the applications of techniques
and not tne math. "We didn't want to
scare anyone away from the book by
using a tot of math. so we emphasized
application interpretation and the writing
up of results," he said.
Data used in population reseal'Ch is
becoming more complicated, Rao said,

r:· "

Free.

New Music & Art Festival. music by
Charles Camilleri of Malta, Elizabeth J. Start of
U.S. and Pablo E. Furman and Osvaldo
Golijov, both of Argentina, will be performed in
concert. 4 p.m.• Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.
Volleyball. vs. Ball State, 7 p.m .. Anderson

Arena.

New Music & Art Festival. concert
featuring California EAR. Unit. 8 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
Dinner & Theatre, enjoy dinner and
director's discussion before the theatre

Members of the dass of 1985 gathered Sept. 26 at the new gazebo located between the Student Recreation Center and the
Moore Musica.I Arts Center. The gazebo was donated as a gift from the dass' Senior Challenge pledge program. Joe Gottron
(center), an alumnus of the dass and a member of the Senior Challenge Executive Committee provided remarks during the
dedica.tion ceremony, along with Larry Weiss, director of alumni affairs and associate vice president for University relations.

production. ·Emperor Henry 1v.- Dinner begins

at 6 p.m., University Union, show time B p.m.,
Eva Marie Theatre. For reservations caD
372-8181.

Flight team heads to NIFA competition

SUnday, Oct. 4

For aerotechnology students, the sky is the classroom

Women's Tennis, BSGU Invitational with
xavier and Toledo. 9 a.m., Keefe Tennis
Courts.
New Music & Art Festival. Mario
Davidovsky will give a music C001JC)Sition
seminar, 11 am.. 2102 Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.
Soccer, vs. Cleveland State, 2 p.m.,
Mickey Cochrane Reid.
Thatre production, "Emperor Henry IV."
2 p.m., Eva Marie Saint Theatre. For tickelS

can 372-2719.

Monday, Oct. 5
lntematlonal Rim Series, "Solaris,"
(USSR, 1972) 8 p.m., Gish Film Theater. Free.

Roundtables start
The Microcomputer Users Roundtable
wilt begin its year of meetings with the
topic. "Graphic Packages: Getting the
Most for the Least.· The session, open to
all interested microcomputer users, is
from 1:30-2:30 p.m. Tuesday (Sept 29)
in the Ohio Suite of the University Union.
Tim King, planning and budgeting, and
Dr. Ray L.aakaniemi, journalism, wiU
present the program. For more infoonation, contact Dr. Duane Whitmire,
computer services. at 372-2927.
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When the sky is aisp arld dear and there is not even a hint of
a breeze in the air, John Daly knows it is going to be a good day
fordass.
And when he looks out to see an empty airfield, a sign that alt
nine planes are in the air, he knows that the students are doing
their homework. Here, when the weather is good. the students
don't sit in the sun and gaze at the clouds, they soar above
them.
·
Daly joined the University's staff this summer as director of
aviation in the aerotechnology program. He oversees an area of
study where the students not only hit the books, but also take to
the skies as they prepare for careers as pilots or in aviation or
maintenance management
"We have a unique program in that we start our students
flying as soon as possible," Daly said. "Many other schools don't
get them up in the air until their sophomore or junior years.·
It's not necessary for a person to have ever set foot in a plane
before majoring in the program. In fact. Daly said many of the
freshmen have no previous flying experience. But once they
decide this is the field they want to be in, it's time to get serious.
The busy four-year program requires a student to complete two
of the three tracks of study and participate in at least three
cooperative education programs.
"By doing so many CO-OPS. the student gets out and gets a
strong feeling for the aviation field," Daly said. Many of the
co-ops are in the area, but the program also has established
ones with Lambert International Field in St Louis, Mo. and
another one in St Myers, Ra
Despite the hard times that have fallen on the airline business, Daly said it is a good time to be going into aviation. •Right

now there is a surplus of pilots_ but in about four years there's
going to be a real need." he said. World events also are having an
effect on the field. With the opening up of Soviet airspace, plans
for many more international airports are underway.
Although many people find flying exciting or exhilarating, it also
can be rite-threatening when something goes wrong. Daly said
everything in the program's training process is geared toward
safety. "A student never does anything new until he has wor1o;ed
through it several times with the instructors,· he said.
Students often practice first on one of the two flight simulators.
Instructors stress that real life is not like the movie "Top Gun" and
risks are not to be taken. "Right from the beginning students are
told to make decisions weighing on the side of safety, even if it
costs more money; Daty said. "We've only had one accident out
here since the program began (in 1974) and that was due to a
mechanical failure.·
Fifteen students in the program will get a chance :o test their
aviation skills in an upcoming annual National Intercollegiate
Flying Association competition to be held Oct. 14-17 in Traverse
City, Mich. Members of the University's flight team include Neil
Chaney, Chad Noblit, Carey Malatok, Gary Morris, Becky
Mohamed, Brian Pfleghaar, Brian Williston, Bryan Atmagner.
Travis Brittain, Mike Bramble. Mark Wagner, Jay Raines, Chad
Wright, John Lucas and Scott Koehler. Steve Lintzenich is the
faculty adviser.
Competing against flight teams from Ohio State University,
Kent State University. Ohio University, Northern Michigan
University. Central Michigan University and Western Michigan

Continued on page 3
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